1. WHOM TO INCLUDE IN

- EVERYONE WHO USUALLY LIVES HERE, AT THIS ADDRESS, including newborn babies and room-mates;
- STUDENTS who return to live with their parents during the year should be included at their parents' address, even if they live off-campus while attending school or working at a summer job;
- CHILDREN IN JOINT CUSTODY who live most of the time at either of their parents' homes;
- Children who spend equal time with each parent should be included in the home of the parent who is staying on May 16, 2006;
- SPOUSES OR COMMON-LAW PARTNERS who live elsewhere while working or studying, but who return here periodically;
- LANDED IMMIGRANTS who usually live at this address;
- Persons claiming refugee STATUS and family members living here with them;
- PERSONS FROM ANOTHER COUNTRY WHO HAVE NO USUAL HOME ELSEWHERE.

2. DO NOT INCLUDE IN

- Persons who have their usual home at another address in Canada and who are staying here temporarily (for example, persons visiting or persons who have their secondary residence here, at this address);
- Residents of another country visiting Canada (for example, on a business trip or on vacation);
- Government representatives of another country and their family members;
- Persons who have their secondary residence here, at this address, even if they live elsewhere while attending school or working at a summer job.

3. IF THERE IS NO ONE TO INCLUDE IN

- If more than six persons live here, you will need an extra questionnaire; call 1 877 594-2006.
- You have now completed your questionnaire. Please mail it today.
- Thank you for your cooperation.

COMMENTS

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

REASONS WE ASK THE QUESTIONS

Steps A to D and Question 1 are asked to determine who should complete this questionnaire. Questions 2 to 6 are asked to learn about the living arrangements of people living in Canada. This information is used for planning social programs, such as Old Age Security and the Canada Child Tax Benefit. It is also used by towns and cities to plan a variety of services such as day-care centres, schools and senior citizens homes. Question 7 on languages and other social and economic programs based on census data. The information is widely used in our Community groups, businesses and governments develop programs and services such as education, health and other social and economic programs based on census data. The information is widely used in our

THE LAWS PROTECTS WHAT YOU TELL US

The confidentiality of your census responses is protected by law. All Statistics Canada employees have taken an oath of secrecy. Your personal census information cannot be given to anyone outside Statistics Canada without your consent. This is your right.

Your census information will be released in accordance with legislative requirements and will be stored securely. You can ask to see the information about yourself on your 2006 Census questionnaire after November 2006. To do this, write the Privacy Coordinator, Statistics Canada, 2501 Fire, R/H, 4101 Building, Ottawa, ONT. K1A 0T1.

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

STEP A

Complete your form either:

ON PAPER: using a blue or black ballpoint pen.

Please print using a legible and clear font. Do not mail back your paper questionnaire.

Step B

Print your telephone number: Area code Telephone number

Step C

Complete this section if there is no printed address in the address space above or if you lived at a different address on May 16, 2006.

Step D

Complete your form on-line or on paper.
### PERSON 1
- **Relationship to Person 1:**
  - Husband or wife of Person 1
  - Son or daughter of Person 1
  - Brother or sister of Person 1
  - Father or mother of Person 1
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 1
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 1
  - Same-sex partner of Person 1
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 1

### PERSON 2
- **Relationship to Person 2:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 2
  - Brother or sister of Person 2
  - Father or mother of Person 2
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 2
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 2
  - Same-sex partner of Person 2
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 2

### PERSON 3
- **Relationship to Person 3:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 3
  - Brother or sister of Person 3
  - Father or mother of Person 3
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 3
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 3
  - Same-sex partner of Person 3
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 3

### PERSON 4
- **Relationship to Person 4:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 4
  - Brother or sister of Person 4
  - Father or mother of Person 4
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 4
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 4
  - Same-sex partner of Person 4
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 4

### PERSON 5
- **Relationship to Person 5:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 5
  - Brother or sister of Person 5
  - Father or mother of Person 5
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 5
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 5
  - Same-sex partner of Person 5
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 5

### PERSON 6
- **Relationship to Person 6:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 6
  - Brother or sister of Person 6
  - Father or mother of Person 6
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 6
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 6
  - Same-sex partner of Person 6
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 6

### PERSON 7
- **Relationship to Person 7:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 7
  - Brother or sister of Person 7
  - Father or mother of Person 7
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 7
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 7
  - Same-sex partner of Person 7
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 7

### PERSON 8
- **Relationship to Person 8:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 8
  - Brother or sister of Person 8
  - Father or mother of Person 8
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 8
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 8
  - Same-sex partner of Person 8
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 8

### PERSON 9
- **Relationship to Person 9:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 9
  - Brother or sister of Person 9
  - Father or mother of Person 9
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 9
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 9
  - Same-sex partner of Person 9
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 9

### PERSON 10
- **Relationship to Person 10:**
  - Son or daughter of Person 10
  - Brother or sister of Person 10
  - Father or mother of Person 10
  - Son-in-law or daughter-in-law
  - Brother-in-law or sister-in-law
  - Grandfather or grandmother of Person 10
  - Grandson or granddaughter of Person 10
  - Same-sex partner of Person 10
  - Opposite-sex partner of Person 10

---

### PERSON 1 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 2 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 3 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 4 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 5 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 6 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 7 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 8 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 9 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

### PERSON 10 (cont.)
- **Family Name:**
- **Given Name:**

---

### Step C
- **Did you leave anyone out of Step B because you were not sure the person should be listed?**
  - Yes
  - No

---

### Step D
- **1. Is anyone for whom you are a farm operator who produces at least one agricultural product intended for sale? (crop, livestock, dairy, poultry, greenhouse, Christmas tree, Christmas wreath, maple syrup products, etc.) a) Yes b) No**
  - a) Yes
  - b) No

---

### Step E
- **Copy the names in Step B to Question 1, on top of page 4. Keep the same order.**

---

### For Information Only
- **The Statistics Act guarantees the confidentiality of your census information.**
- **If you mark "No" at the question about the latest birth, your personal information will not be made public.**
- **If you are answering on behalf of other people, please consult with them.**

---

### Step F
- **Does this farm operator make the day-to-day management decisions related to the farm?**
  - a) Yes
  - b) No